Sleep+ Collection
Modular Mattresses and Ensembles

kingliving.com
Sleep+ Modular Mattresses

Components Composition

Sleep+ 3000*
Mattress
Reversible non-modular mattress for softer or firmer support

Sleep+ 6000*
Modular Mattress

Sleep+ 8000*
Plus Modular Mattress

Sleep+ 9008*
Premium Modular Mattress

Fit Cover Sleep+ 6000, 8000 or 9008
STD AirFit – Air-circulating Properties
Optional* Fit Covers:
WarmFit – Integrated Electric Blanket
CoolFit – Smart Cooling Technology

Comfort Layer Sleep+ 6000
75mm (3”) reversible layer for softer or firmer support.
Comfort Layer Options:
Memory Foam – Contoured Support
Hybrid – Memory Foam + Latex
Latex – Natural Support
Premium Firm – Firm Support

Comfort Layer Sleep+ 8000
90mm (3.5”) reversible layer for softer or firmer support.
Comfort Layer Options:
Memory Foam – Contoured Support
Hybrid – Memory Foam + Latex
Latex – Natural Support
Premium Firm – Firm Support

Comfort Layer Sleep+ 9008
110mm (4.25”) reversible layer for softer or firmer support.
Comfort Layer Options:
Memory Foam – Contoured Support
Hybrid – Memory Foam + Latex
Latex – Natural Support
Premium Firm – Firm Support

FlexMat Sleep+ 6000, 8000 or 9008
Optional* FlexMat can be positioned beneath the Comfort Layer on one side of the mattress to provide even firmer support.

Air Mesh Cover Sleep+ 6000, 8000 or 9008
Removable mesh cover promotes air circulation and breathability.

KingFlex Support Base Sleep+ 6000
Reversible STD KingCell Pocket Spring Core Base for softer or firmer support

KingFlex Support Sleep+ 8000
Reversible Optimal KingCell Pocket Spring Core Base for softer or firmer support

KingFlex Support Sleep+ 9008
Dual Reversible KingCell Pocket Spring Core Base for softer or firmer support
Full length coils and firmer shorter coils for a unique sleeping experience

Uniflex Support Sleep+ 6000, 8000 or 9008
Uniflex Edge Support System maximises usable sleep surface whilst providing lateral support for modular components. Allows flexibility to adjust, clean, or replace components to suit individual requirements.

Effective May 2019. Use Magic Joiner M95. *Sleep+ Components: 3000, 6000, 8000, 9008 not interchangeable and not sold separately. Sleep+ *Optional Components: FlexMat & Fit Cover interchangeable across mattress range, and sold separately – price extra. As King Living has a policy of continuous improvement, changes to products and specifications may be made without prior notice. Images and drawings are representative of design only. Accessories not included.
Sleep+ Modular Mattresses
International Mattress Range

Sleep+ 3000
Reversible Mattress
Sleep+ 6000
Modular Mattress
Sleep+ 8000
Plus Modular Mattress
Sleep+ 9008
Premium Modular Mattress

King Mattress
AU King / NZ Super King
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1851 (73")
Length: 2046 (80.5")
US King
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1946 (76.75")
Length: 2046 (80.5")
SG King
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1851 (73")
Length: 1916 (75.5")
NZ King
Sleep+ 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1676 (66")
Length: 2046 (80.5")

Queen Mattress
AU US NZ Queen
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1541 (60.75")
Length: 2046 (80.5")
SG Queen
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1541 (60.75")
Length: 1916 (75.5")

Double Mattress
AU US NZ Double
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000
Width: 1401 (55")
Length: 2046 (80.5")

King Single
AU US NZ King Single
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000
Width: 1071 (42")
Length: 2046 (80.5")
SG Super Single
Sleep+ 3000 / 6000 / 8000 / 9008
Width: 1071 (42")
Length: 1916 (75.5")

Effective May 2019. Use Magic Joiner M95. *Sleep+ Components: 3000, 6000, 8000, 9008 not interchangeable and not sold separately. Sleep+ *Optional Components: FlexMat & Fit Cover interchangeable across mattress range, and sold separately – price extra. As King Living has a policy of continuous improvement, changes to products and specifications may be made without prior notice. Images and drawings are representative of design only. Accessories not included.
Sleep+ Ensembles

Components

Sleep+ King Ensemble
Mattress* sold separately
Bed Head + Bed Base (2 pieces)
with STD Adjustable Legs

Sleep+ Queen Ensemble
Mattress* sold separately
Bed Head + Bed Base (2 pieces)
with STD Adjustable Legs

STD Legs
Adjustable to 35 (1.25")

Effective May 2019. Use Magic Joiner M95. *Mattress not included – price extra. *Sleep+ Components: 3000, 6000, 8000, 9008 not interchangeable and not sold separately. Sleep+ *Optional Components: FlexMat & Fit Cover interchangeable across mattress range, and sold separately – price extra. As King Living has a policy of continuous improvement, changes to products and specifications may be made without prior notice. Images and drawings are representative of design only. Accessories not included.